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A miracle happened!

• My family was able to support a company that does time research 
for $ 30,000. To be honest, I doubted it. How can you manage 
time? I mean, like magic. But, they were clearly with a head. They 
were able to build a time machine.



And, I am the first tester.

• I have never achieved any heights in my life. Maybe in the future, I'll be 
better? Good. I know that I myself decide what to be. But not the point. 
I'm going to the USSR. 1941 year. My first time jump.

• I ended up in Leningrad ... This place is really HELL. There are three 
people per gun. And as soon as I got out of the car with a weapon (I 
wanted to help the soldiers), a bullet almost hit me. She miraculously 
flashed beside me.

• "Into the trench, Salaga!" - said the Russian officer.
• I, obeying, immediately jumped into the muddy hole, which the soldiers 

call a shelter.



Well. This is very scary…

• "What is a civilian doing here !? We evacuated them!"
• "Apparently he will help us! Look, what new-born things he brought!"
• And yes, indeed. I was able to get some AK-47s for them. I made a request in the 

laboratory, where they asked me in surprise: "WHY ?!" "For the homeland." - I said.
• I immediately handed out machine guns to everyone and they started shooting while I 

was sitting there.
• "WHERE ELSE CARTRIDGES FOR THESE PIECES ?!"
• "THERE ARE NO MORE THEM, SIR!"
• "THEN THIS IS NOW USELESS GARBAGE!"
• Hmm. I should have taken more rounds.



Empire problems…

• But that's not the point. When one of the soldiers came down to me and 
saw that I was wearing the "St. George's Ribbon" he was indignant!

• "WHAT DID YOU GOT IT, SALAGA?"
• "THIS IS A GEORGIAN RIBBON! A SYMBOL OF YOUR VICTORY!"
• "THIS IS STILL FOR EMPIRE! SHOOT!"
• They really started shooting at me. I did not expect this from the word 

at all. When I ran into my car, I accidentally set off in 1894.
• In the palace of the emperor of all Russia. Perfectly...
• "Do you even deserve to wear this ribbon, foreigner?"



Jail.

• They took everything from me and threw me in prison. For three days 
and three nights I tried to escape. But to no purpose ... According to 
rumors from the guards, I learned that the car is in the royal hall as a 
trophy. She was heaped up and all so shiny. By chance, I got my 
grandmother's hairpin ... Yes. This is my chance! Apparently God gave 
me a chance! I was able to open the door with ease and escape while 
the guards were sleeping! Having made my way into the throne room, I 
met the guard's gaze.

• "THE PRISONER Escaped!"
• After starting the time machine I ran away ... Leaving my glasses there.



The End.

• Thank you for your time and attention.


